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Welcome to the new look Commercial Property 
Auction Data (cPad) Market Flash, this issue  
analyses the £80m+ of commercial property 
that was sold at auction in May 2013 and puts 
in the wider context of what is happening in 
the sector and economy as a whole.

The Average Yield of properties sold during 
May was 9.5% which is 40 basis points 
stronger than the previous round of auctions in 
February/March. The past year has 
demonstrated that it would be wrong to read 
too much into this fluctuation, but there is now 
a growing consensus in the market that prices 
are firming up.

There has been further evidence of a more fully 
functioning market where the expectations of 
buyers and sellers are being met. This is in 
contrast to the 2008-2012 period when values 
were trying to catch up with the worsening 
economic circumstances and prices were 
falling. 

With increasing evidence on a daily basis that 
the economic corner has been turned investors 
are now taking a more entrepreneurial 
approach to assets and backing their ability to 
make them perform.We hope you find this 
cPad Market Flash useful and would be pleased 
to discuss any of the points that it raises.

Key Stats

 30%
increase in activity 

year-on-year 

74%
of sales were retail 

properties 

83%
sale rate for office 

properties 

9.5%
average property yield 

cPad 

cPad is a joint initiative between Acuitus and IPD 

utilising auction sales data from EIG to provide a 

unique perspective on the commercial property 

market for private investors and private property 

companies. The aim is to create a valuable snapshot  

of today’s market and help investors shape their  

future investment strategy.

Market edges back towards normality
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Auction commentary

During the latest round of commercial property auctions 
in May, activity continued to rise with total sales in the 
room reaching more than £80m - a rise of 30% year-on-
year. Of the 148 properties that sold, a higher than usual 
proportion (74%) were retail assets. 

The office sector accounted for 18% of all properties sold 
and was the second most popular sector. Realistic pricing, 
confident entrepreneurs and the potential for residential 
conversion saw offices register the highest sector-specific 
sale rate of 83%.

Overall sale rates which had climbed to pre-recession 
levels of around  80-85% between October and February, 
have fallen and stood at 76% in May. Whilst this 
compares very favourably with the 66% average 
registered by the corresponding auctions last year, it 
shows that sellers must be sensitive to what is still a 
difficult market and great care has to be given to pricing 
to attract investor interest. 

There has also been a small increase in the percentage of 
the larger lots being sold at auction with 15% of the 
properties having a price over £1m, compared with 10% 
in May 2012.

The strengthening buying power in the auction room 
which has been evident since last autumn has encouraged 
more sellers to trade their assets and for banks, frequently 
through receivers and administrators, to sell properties 
where the underlying loan is in distress. 

Properties outside London accounted for 89% of the total 
volume sold in May. Unlike the property market in 
London where there is a feeling of buoyancy, the rest of 
the UK still needs to see the stabilising economic situation 
feed into GDP, employment and disposable income.  
At present, there are still many instances of over-pricing 
which makes disposal impossible. Owners must accept 
the new reality and devise an exit strategy.

Fortunately, many secondary properties outside London 
now have re-based values, which in many cases can be 
around 75% less than their peak. This has enabled the 
large pool of private equity to stretch further without the 
need for debt. Indeed a number of property companies 
are now impatient to invest their equity into asset 
management situations at today’s prices. Demand is 
exceeding supply for what are perceived to be the best 
opportunities. 

Commercial property auction sales summary

Sector
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

Volume (£ million) ▼ 80.4 115.4

Properties Sold ▼ 148 209

Average Lot Size (£) ▼ 542,929 552,268

Sales Rate ▼ 76.0% 78.9%

Commercial property auction sales, £million

Sector
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

Retail ▼ 59.6 65.3

Office ▼ 14.4 29.7

Industrial ▼ 0.9 2.2

Leisure and Other ▼ 5.4 18.2

Region
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

London ▼ 8.6 22.0

Rest of UK ▼ 71.8 93.5
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Commercial property auction sales rate, %

Sector
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

Retail ▼ 76% 78%

Office ▼ 83% 90%

Industrial ▼ 67% 100%

Leisure and Other ▲ 72% 70%

Region
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

London ▲ 93% 80%

Rest of UK ▼ 74% 79%
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Commercial property auction sales by price band 

Signs of economic strength but consumers  
seem sceptical 
The Average Yield of properties sold during May was 
9.5% which is 40 basis points (bp) sharper than the 
previous round of auctions in February/March. The past 
year has demonstrated that it would be wrong to read too 
much into this fluctuation, but there is now a prevailing 
consensus in the market that prices are firming up.

Retail yields have remained largely unchanged at 9% 
whilst office yields are at 13% reflecting over-renting, the 
risk of void and potential capital expenditure. It is 
encouraging however that entrepreneurs are prepared to 
take on the office sector.

The prime yield is at 7.3% with the gap to the average 
secondary yield (11.3%) remaining unchanged at 400bp. 

When looking at the yield in relation to lot size there is no 
evidence that the smaller lot sizes attract more buyer 
interest and therefore lower yields. Indeed, currently the 
opposite is true with the average yield on the £1m + lots 
standing 180bp lower. However, too much should not be 
read into this yield difference because the larger lots 
account for 15% of properties sold.

Length of lease remains an important consideration for 
investors as there is more debt finance available for 
properties let on leases with at least 10 years or more 
unexpired. 

The average yield for properties let on sub-five year leases 
is 9.8%, with yields for 5-15 years being 130 basis points 
harder at 8.5%. 

For those investors who do require debt finance there is 
definitely a more receptive - and responsive - funding 
environment. Whilst lenders are still particular about their 
criteria, the sentiment towards the sector is more positive 
than it has been since the financial crash and loan 
margins are at their lowest for two years.

A more confident investor market has definitely returned 
but only at pricing levels that reflect the very real risks that 
are still present. 

Yield summary

All Commercial Property Totals
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

Average Initial Yield ▼ 9.5% 9.9%

Lower Yield Quartile 7.3% 7.3%

Upper Yield Quartile 11.3% 11.3%

Yield by Unexpired Lease Term

0-5 years 9.8% 9.8%

6-15 years 8.5% 8.5%

16 years + ▼ 7.4% 8.3%
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Yield summary by region

Sector
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

London ▼ 8.2% 8.5%

Rest of UK ▼ 9.7% 10.1%
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Yield summary by yield band 

Yield summary by sector

Sector
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

Retail ▼ 9.0% 9.1%

Office ▲ 13.1% 12.3%

Industrial ▲ 15.5% 11.1%

Leisure and Other ▼ 8.5% 11.7%

Yield summary

  Yield by Value Band
May  
2013

Feb/Mar 
2013

£0 - £250,000 ▼ 9.7% 11.0%

£250,000 - £500,000 ▲ 10.3% 8.7%

£500,000 - £1 million ▼ 8.7% 10.8%

£1 million + ▼ 8.5% 9.0%
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UK retail market anaysis

A two-speed market continues at pace

In April 2013, national retail values fell by a further 0.1% 
according to the IPD UK Monthly Property Index. These 
declines were not evenly spread by geography or type. 
London continued to outperform strongly while shopping 
centres posted their strongest total return performance in 
almost two years, despite continued capital value falls. For 
the standard retail unit sector, April marked the 22nd 
consecutive month in which values fell. So far, in 2013, 
national values in this sector have lost 0.8% while London 
standard retail units have gained 2.4%, as the two-speed 
market remains very much in force in the British retail 
sector.  

Over the course of the last 12 months, this two-speed 
market has become further entrenched with the 
performance spread between London and the rest of the 
UK continuing to grow. Standard retail values for the rest 
of the UK (excluding London) have fallen by 6.8% y/y 
while for London values grew by a dramatic 8.2% y/y. The 
most recent figures suggest that in April 2013, standard 
retail unit values in London increased by just over 0.6% 
m/m whilst prices in the rest of the country declined by 
0.3% in that month. 

On a rolling three-month basis, between February and 
April, standard retail unit values in London saw growth of 
0.9% while those outside London fell by 1.3%. This has 
further exacerbated the spread in unit prices across the 
UK’s retail sector. Indeed, this large price differential is of 
significant concern to the market, as certain areas have 
now been starved of investment since 2008 and without 
such investment, these areas will struggle to attract 
tenants or shoppers. This two-speed location-based 
performance is likely to continue through 2013, as 
confidence remains weak outside of London’s prime 
markets and retailers cautious. 
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Standard shops capital value indices by yield, quarterly

Source: IPD UK Quarterly Property Index

While location plays a significant role in determining 
performance, the spread between prime and secondary 
assets, nationwide, bears a similar picture. For this 
analysis, the standard retail unit sample is split into high 
and low yielding assets to compare performance. In the 
first quarter of 2013, prime retail units saw capital values 
rise by 0.8%, while secondary assets fell by 3.1%. Over 
the recent market cycle, this shows that prime assets 
capital values have now recovered to just 17% off their 
2007 peak but secondary assets have drifted further to sit 
48% off peak values. 

A wintery spring and late summer due to poor weather 
has weakened footfall on the UK’s high streets over the 
last three months. Similarly, this has boosted online 
customer numbers as people avoided the wet and wintery 
conditions. On a more positive note, the recent bulk 
letting of standard retail units that had fallen vacant due 
to a number of high profile liquidations and 
administrations, shows that competitively priced retail 
units will continue to attract tenants for a wide variety of 
new and varied uses. As things pick-up, this may boost 
competition for prime retail units on leading high streets 
pushing headline rents upwards.
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 April

Economic Score
Card Average

5.6 3.1 1.1 1.5 2.5 4.4 5.9 6.1 5.9 5.3 5.0 4.5 4.4 4.2 2.0 3.2 3.7 5.4 5.2 5.9 5.6 5.5

Inflation (CPI y/y) 6 2 1 4 5 7 5 5 3 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 3 6 7 5 5 6

FTSE All Share 
(q/q)

4 5 1 1 5 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Nationwide House
Price Index (q/q)

2 1 1 1 3 7 7 7 6 6 4 4 6 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 5

Consumer 
Confidence

6 1 1 1 1 2 6 6 7 5 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3

Unemployment
Expectations

7 5 2 1 1 1 3 4 5 4 3 3 2 4 4 2 4 5 6 7 7 7

Retail Trade
Confidence

7 4 1 1 1 4 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 5 1 4 3 7 4 7 6 6

Expected Retail 
Trade

7 4 1 1 1 2 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 1 3 4 7 5 7 7 4

Economic Score Card

Economic Score Card Average 

The Economic Score Card average fell further in April, by 
0.1 to 5.5. This coincides with falls in consumer 
confidence and the continued weakness of the retail 
sector, which has weighed heavily on the average 
throughout the early months of 2013. The retail sector 
continues to be one of the weakest performing sectors of 
the economy with high profile closures in recent months 
severely hitting confidence. However, some optimism can 
be gleaned from the fact that the UK economy avoided, 
albeit barely, a much fated ‘triple-dip recession’ during the 
first quarter of 2013. The strong performance of the 
equities market hints at further optimism in the UK 
economy and with some minor growth in house prices 
during April, we are certainly looking at things more 
positively than during this time last year.  
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Economic Score Card average

Source: IPD, ONS, EcoWin, Nationwide

Fully Functioning 
Market

Score card key

Partially Functioning 
Market

Impaired Market 
Function

Severely Impaired 
Function

7  6  5  4  3  2  1

Source: IPD, ONS, EcoWin, Nationwide
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Economic Score Card 
Variables

Score
April 
2012

10-yr 
average

Analysis

Economic Score Card 
Average

5.5 5.5 5.7

The Economic Score Card average fell further in April, by 0.1 to 5.5.  
This coincides with falls in consumer confidence and the continued 
weakness of the retail sector which has weighed heavily on the average 
throughout the early months of 2013.

Inflation (CPI y/y)* 6 2.4% 2.2%

The fall back in inflation levels provided some comfort for economists 
with a 40 basis point contraction in CPI. Annual inflation stood at 2.4% 
by the end of April, having jumped to 2.8% in March. Food prices 
continued to contribute significantly as some respite came with a fall in 
clothing costs. Predictions remain unchanged as inflation is expected to 
edge towards 3% during the Summer months. 

FTSE All Share (q/q) 7 9.1% 0.0%

The Equity markets continue to perform strongly in April, with the FTSE 
All Share gaining significantly as the market rebound continues. Equities 
gained significantly throughout April as the Index edged towards the 
dotcom era all time high of 6803.

Nationwide House Price 
Index (q/q)

5 0.2% 1.8%

Some encouragement has been taken by recent national house price 
performance with continued, albeit modest, growth in April of 0.2%. 
The market still has a long way to go to return to a fully functioning, 
healthy market due to weak, even negative income growth and lending 
restrictions, but signs continue to emerge that sales are growing outside 
of London as buyers grow impatient of waiting.

Consumer Confidence 3 -17 -8

Consumer confidence in the UK Economy continued to wane. Although 
this fall may seem severe, it is worth remembering this is a minor fall 
compared to what was experienced in 2012 and 2011 and is even a 
modest improvement of the March 2013 figure of -18.

Unemployment 
Expectations**

7 26 30

During the first quarter of 2013, UK unemployment started to rise 
again, but only marginally. Latest figures from the ONS suggest that the 
number of people unemployed rose by 15,000 during Q1 with the total 
unemployment rate now sitting at 7.8%. The unemployment 
expectations remain weak, but are now ahead of long term average 
suggesting a minor boost in confidence.

Retail Trade Confidence 6 -1 1

The Retail sector continues to be one of the weakest performing sectors 
of the UK economy with continued closures of big name multiples and 
weak consumer spending. Retailer confidence remained negative in 
April suggesting the failure of some big-names during the first three 
months of 2013 has kept spirits low in the trade, even as we enter the 
traditionally stronger summer months.

Expected Retail Trade 4 -3 11

Expected retail trade fell back heavily in April having posted a strongly 
positive figure of 13 in March, as Retailers were confident of a strong 
summer season, particularly following the recent weak economic 
growth figures and continued tightening of disposable income levels.

* Scoring is based upon deviation (either above or below) from the Bank of England’s target CPI rate of 2%
** Scoring is inverted. E.g. High value equals low score.

Sources: IPD, ONS, EcoWin, Nationwide

Economic Score Card Variables 

The Economic Score Card is an economic indicator tailored to monitor the health of consumers and retailers. For each 
component, a score of seven is awarded if the data point is greater than its 10-year average. For every third of a standard 
deviation the data point is below the average, the score is reduced by one. Each score contributes to the overall average, 
which is weighted using the same methodology as the European Commission’s Economic Sentiment Indicator (ESI) 
methodology. For further details, email IPD using the contact details on the back page.
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Acuitus 

Richard Auterac
Chairman and Auctioneer
+44 (0)20 7034 4851
richard.auterac@acuitus.co.uk

Acuitus Real Estate
Auctioneering & Investment
14 St.Christopher’s Place,
London W1U 1NH
acuitus.co.uk

For further information on cPad or the services provided by
Acuitus, IPD and EIG, please contact:

IPD
Greg Mansell
Head of Research, UK and Ireland
+44 (0)20 7336 9384
greg.mansell@ipd.com

IPD
1 St. John’s Lane,
London
EC1M 4BL
ipd.com

EIG 

David Sandeman
Managing Director
+44 (0)1737 232289
davids@eigroup.co.uk

Essential Information Group -
The Property Auction
Information Specialists
9 Castlefield Road, Reigate,
Surrey RH2 0SA
eigroup.co.uk


